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Editorial Dub
Cover photo – Natty HiFi (Garvin Dan & Leo B) at Elder Stubbs Festival 2018)
Dear Reader,
Welcome to issue 28 for the month of Zebulon.
Festivals big and small this month – Leo B returned to Boomtown to record their 10th
anniversary and interviewed the legendary Susan Cadogan. Meanwhile the Natty HiFi
crew returned to the Elder Stubbs Festival, held at Rymers Lane Allotments in Oxford
for the tenth year in a row and Dan-I reached Notting Hill Carnival once again. Tune in
for reports from the One Love Festival next month.
We finally interview one of our own writers this month, giving Steve Mosco his due
respect as founder of the Jah Warrior sound and label, as well as the pioneering online
reggaemusicstore. I also get to review my teenage heroes Fishbone who came on a
brief tour to the UK, now busy supporting the revitalized Toots and the Maytals (who
play in Oxford on Saturday 13th October at the O2) and George Clinton’s
Parliament/Funkadelic on some of their US dates.
We have a new column by the founder of The Dub, Natty Mark Samuels, who brings us
African Herbsman, which this month gives us advice from the motherland about herbs
for the treatment of asthma. We also have our regular Cornerstone and From The
Roots Up columns.
Welcome to The Dub
Editor – Dan-I

danidubdub@btinternet.com
The Dub is available to download for free every month at

reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk and rastaites.com
The Dub magazine is not funded and has no sponsors. While this allows for artistic freedom, it
also means that money for printing is very limited. If anyone is interested in printed copies,
they should contact me directly and I can ask our printers, Parchment of Oxford, to get some of
the issues required for the cost of £2.50 each.
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Birthday blessings dub
Alton Ellis
Cocoa Tea
Prince Jazzbo
BB Seaton
Richie Spice
Terry Ganzie
Winston Jarrett
Michael Smith
Jah Woosh
King Stitt
U Roy
Junior Kelly

INDEPENDENCE DUB
Swaziland – 6th (United Kingdom)
St. Kitts & Nevis – 19th (United Kingdom)
Belize – 21st (United Kingdom)
Mali – 22nd (France)
Guinea-Bissau – 24th (Portugal)
Botswana – 30th (United Kingdom)
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DRUMS OF DEFIANCE

“In our epoch the Rastafari have represented the leading force of this expression of
racial consciousness.” - WALTER RODNEY - a prominent Guyanese historian, political
activist and scholar.
The Drums of Defiance are a band of Jamaican musicians based in London. Although
this is sacred music, the band is now beginning to perform it in public to spread the
teachings of the Rastafarians.
“This music that we play, this music is music of love and upliftment, this music is for
the whole world. It’s for all nations. It’s for us to get together. This music will draw
everyone together, all nations together. We’re not singing of war, we’re singing of
peace, we’re singing of love, we’re singing of caring for one another, your family. This
is what we're singing about.”
The Nyahbinghi Order
*Nyahbinghi is the oldest of all the Rastafarian subgroups.
*Nyahbinghi attempts to keep the link between Rastafarian faith and African heritage
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close.
*The group is named after Queen Nyahbinghi who ruled Uganda in the 19th Century
and helped reduce the influence of colonial powers.
*The name Nyahbinghi is believed to mean 'Death to all Oppressors'.
*The focus of this group is on the veneration of Haile Selassie, who is regarded by
them as the embodiment of God.
*Ethiopia is very important to the sect, which emphasises the repatriation of blacks to
Africa.
*The Nyahbinghi regard water, air and fire as representations of the elements of life.
Fire is believed to represent the wrath of Jah pouring down on Babylon.
*Nyahbinghi eat organic produce only, such as vegetables, fruits, herbs and barks, and
avoid the consumption of salt.
*Nyahbinghi take part in regular Groundations, often called Nyahbinghi
*The word 'groundation' means affirmation of life through earth.
Nyahbinghi
Nyabinghi is the heartbeat of the Rastafari
experience
From the upper most parts of the earth
I and I heard songs
Glory to the righteous
Nyabinghi is the eternal flame of righteousness
That burns for the oppressed of earth
Proclaiming hotta hotta fyah burn all
oppressors
Nyabinghi is the proclamation of a new world
order
Based on justice and equality
Bonjo Iyabinghi Noah
The Drums Of Defiance performed at this year’s 40th anniversary of the Reggae Geel
Festival in Belgium. An album is being recorded with producer Gaudi and more live
sessions are planned.
Chanting Rastafari - ‘The Story of Nyabinghi’
www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYP_hfjrGf8&t=557s
Drums of Defiance LIVE at Jerusalem Sacred Music
Festival www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll2-rGGgjEU
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COCOA TEA
Good Life
How Them Flex
Pirate’s Anthem (with Shabba Ranks & Home T)
Babylon Fallin’
Repatriation
Over The Years
Rastaman
No Blood For Oil (with Cutty Ranks & Home T)
Poverty
Long Time
Hurry Up & Come
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Fever: Susan Cadogan

Susan at Boomtown 2018

The Dub catches Susan Cadogan - legendary Jamaican singer, discovered by Lee
‘Scratch’ Perry, who produced early single ‘Hurt So Good’; which went on to number
five in the UK pop charts in the mid 70s - back stage at the Lion’s Den, when she had
the challenge of the opening set on a Sunday morning to a hungover Boomtown. A
true roots trooper; we have seen and heard her live before - last time at the O2 in
Oxford - and know she has the material for this unenviable task...
The Dub: This is your first Boomtown, what were your impressions?
Susan Cadogan: Driving in was impressive enough, the tents, the cars, the whole
landscaping - the scope of the festival was very impressive. I’m sorry about the
weather [it had rained heavily, in the middle of one of the driest uk summers on
record.]
The Dub: But your sound is a sunny sound, particularly with the Mighty Leap [who
were accompanying Susan]. Can you give us a brief introduction to Susan Cadogan?
On stage you mentioned 1974, which was the year of my birth…
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SC: I’ve always loved to sing, but I never thought of being a professional singer. But
my friend knew I liked to sing, so her boyfriend wanted someone to sing a song for
him, this was in Kingston, Jamaica. At the time I was working at the university library
[Susan still, to this day, is employed as a librarian]. And they took me to the Black Ark
to record ‘Love My Life’. Lee Scratch Perry was the engineer, ‘cause it was his studio,
and he asked me if I’d sing this song ‘Hurt So Good’, if I knew it. I said ‘yeah!’ because
I loved music, I knew all the popular songs. So I sang it for him and it was an
overnight success. It raced up the BBC charts in April of the following year. I was on
BBC Top of the Pops. You were one year old!
The Dub: Woah! What’s unique about your voice is that it’s very soulful, even though
it is in a reggae and roots style. Was that an influence on you? Did you listen to a lot
of soul?
SC. Yes, in fact when I was young that was all I listened to. Soul and Motown - the
Supremes, Gladys Knight, Ben E King and Shirley Bassey. When I recorded ‘Hurt So
Good’ that was my first involvement in reggae. Even though I’m from Jamaica. I did
an album for Mad Professor, way back. He said ‘you know, Susan, you sing very
soulful reggae’. And that’s what he called the album. So I have a different sound, and
luckily for me at my age, even when I talk, people think I’m young. When they talk on
the phone they say I sound like a little girl! So I have this fine, Lee Perry says ‘sexy’
voice!
The Dub: Soft, but strong.
SC: My mummy was a singer- classical- and she said to sing from the stomach; that’s
how you push out a bigger sound. If you sing from the throat - that is when you get
hoarse. So it depends - and it takes a lot of practice. You have to know where to hold
your mic - I have my mic up close, kissin’ me, ‘cause my voice is soft. But if you try to
push it out, it takes practice. I don’t think I’ve really conquered that yet.
The Dub: There’s still time! And with all the songs you sing - do you write lyrics as well
for the tunes?
SC: Well, in the beginning, in Jamaica in the ‘70s every hit soul tune, some producer
reggaed it, so you had a reggae version of everything. So, in the beginning I didn’t.
But I’ve always loved literature, and I was always a good writer. English literature is
my forte. I get it from my father, he was – is - a Methodist minister; he’s 103. And-so
I have this verbosity. In fact, it was Glen Adams - he played with the Upsetters, and
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Bob Marley. He wrote this tune for Bob - ‘Mr Brown’- and he encouraged me to
write. And I could sit in a studio and in ten minutes be on a song, on a riddim - the
lyrics just came. For my Ariwa album [Mad Professor’s record label], I have six
originals that I’ve written - ‘The Girl Who Cried’- that’s out now. It’s so easy! Things
have to rhyme! Some songs you don’t have to but it usually fits into the melodies and
the ridges in the music.

Susan with Mighty Leap

But I’m not bad! After my hit ‘Hurt So Good’ in the UK - I went back to Jamaica to
resume my job at the library. But I had to resign four times because of music! In
1981 I sang ‘Take Another Little Piece of My Heart; and ‘Tracks of My Tears’ in
Jamaica, and they were hits over there. I was female artist of the year and then I
stopped singing and they called me, and I sang ‘You Know How to Make Me Feel So
Good’ with Rudy Thomas, and ‘Love Me Please’ - I did a lot of tracks for Hawkeye of
London - so I haven’t really stopped. But I’ve taken it slow. I kept my job in the
library because, unfortunately, for all the big songs I’ve had, I’ve never got the money.
It was difficult back in those days with legal things, and it wasn’t until 1991 that
Trojan [Records] eventually gave me something for ‘Hurt So Good’, even though it
was selling a lot… So it’s really just a genuine love of music. I listen to music all the
time. There’s music for every emotion you have, and I’m glad that I’ve been lucky
enough to sing and be a part of this world.
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The Dub: Yes. And I sometimes think at Boomtown, maybe there’s not enough female
artists [although Hollie Cook was on soon after Susan on the Sunday]. That may be
true of reggae in general. But maybe that is changing in the 21st century, with the
whole ‘me-too’ thing. Do you think there will be more female singers coming
through?
SC: Well, way back the British reggae singers would say “Oh boy, Susan, thank you,
you opened the way for us”, and stuff. But in the industry on the whole, I think it’s
harder for the women. There’s so much - you have sexual harassment, you have
families and babies and stuff. I don’t know if that’s why women are not more
successful, but they are so scarce. You see the shows, and it’s pure males! I don’t
know if they never got paid, but a lot of the Jamican women singers had one hit and
disappeared. Like, I don’t know what happened to Sofia George, she was number one
with ‘Girly Girly’ and Audrey Hall ’One Dance Will Do’ and Phyllis Dillon. It’s so sad we
lost her so soon. Ellis Lorna. It’s a rough life, you know. The singing thing, to be on
the road...
The Dub: Do you have a manager?
SC: I have been singing for 44 years and never had a manager nor agents! Well, I’ve
had agents on and off, I have one now in Germany. When I leave the library and have
nothing to do, I get great pleasure going up and down, romping like I’m twenty! I do
some festivals, and I come over every year to London, but I really need to get up on all
these new singers. I’m going to do a show on the 15th of September in Reading with
Empress I-mani. She’s a new, young singer coming up in London. Sadly to me, I think
the music has lost its melodiousness. There’s a talking thing, where you can’t really
sing along. You don’t really have any key changes. I just keep stuck in the past, I
listen to the old things.
The Dub: It could be that with the sound system culture it’s all about the MC, rather
than the vocalist, but even though a lot of the new singers like Chronixx and Protoje
are playing the old stuff, it has still changed.
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SC: I know Protoje, because
Lorna Bennett is his mum.
We did a show together, me
and Lorna. She brought
Protoje when he was coming
out. But I’ve seen him live,
and Chronixx, and I don’t
know. I suppose I’m old
fashioned, but each
generation will change as to
what they appreciate. But
even Damian Marley… I’m
just getting old. [Does Damian rap impression] “Rattttatatatttatttaa! RatDaddddaaaadada!” I prefer to hear the old songs. I love the songs that make your
skin crawl.
Even in Oxford, I did a Christmas show for Count Skylarkin and the university, young
students rocking to my music, and lighting lighters for a song they’d never heard and
they don’t know why. I suppose times have to change, and I feel it’s just the world
and life - you can’t stop it. Everything that will be will be, you just have to take your
road and part. When it’s over, you move on.
The Dub: Talking of which - what are you moving on to? Do you have a tour, or some
product?
SC: Yes, I have an album out on Grover Records ‘The Girl Who Cried’. This is a set of
songs I’ve been recording for two or three years. It’s come out now and I don’t know
if I’ll make another album, ‘cause that’s how I feel, you know?
The Dub: And finally, we are called The Dub, as you know, and you’ve worked with
Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry. Do you listen to dub?
Below - from a gig at the Oxford O2 on her birthday in 2013, with Count Skylarkin
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SC.: I find some of it very
amusing actually! I love the
heavy dub bass, because I love
bass and drums. I recorded a
whole album with just bass and
drums in ’76 for Magnet,
because I was hurrying to go
home and they hadn’t got the
tracks written. I recorded with
bass and drums, without key[s]
or anything. I love dub music,
and if you play a dub, I will sing
on top of it, as I’ve done with
Mad Professor when he’s doing a show. Especially ‘Fever’; that’s just a dub. Yeah,
man! Is that ‘Chase the Devil?’ [we are backstage and Macka B is playing that on the
Lion’s Den] I wrote a song with the Slackers in 2003 on the ‘Chase the Devil’ riddim
called ‘You Turn Me On’ and I re-recorded it with Mad Professor, somebody wanted
to use it in a movie.
The Dub: I met Lee Scratch Perry a few years ago, and he told me that ‘Rasta is a
business’.
SC: You get people that use it, and the colours, and the hair, because it appeals when
you are on stage but you also get REAL Rastas. Bob Marley was a Rasta.
The Dub: Did you meet him?
SC: I met him once, in a sports shop. He smiled at me and shaked [sic] his head. I
was young, and thing! But not to talk to. But it’s wonderful. If I go on YouTube and
put on one of his songs; it’s amazing! It sounds like it was only just recorded! The
way he addresses things, with the social issues we are having today. I believe that
with music, there is a song for everything. If you are feeling happy, or sad, there is a
song. Music is an all powerful tool. I don’t like it when a lot of artists use it in a
negative way. You have these DJs and MCs, you know these talking ones from the
States. All the guns and the killings and the violence. I sing sexy songs. You can use
use sex without making it lewd and crude.
The Dub: Dancehall has a lot to answer for!
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SC: It caused a lot of trouble. But there all kinds and to each his own… So, I have that
and next year I have an album, and guess what it’s called? “Dub Showcase”! That’s
with Mad Professor and that has some off my original work. So I’ll have two new
albums to promote next year.
Words and pics: Leo B

CULTURAL DIARY
5th October-12th January 2019 – “Windrush Years” exhibition at Museum of Oxford.
Free, 10am-5pm daily. Will include a Caribbean living room exhibition as well as
finding out more about the experiences of the Windrush generation with the voices of
local people, costumes from BKLUWO and artwork inspired by lived experiences.
13th & 14th October – “Monarchies & Modernities in Africa Conference: The Legacies
of Haile Selassie in the Popular Imagination” – Oxford Institute of Anthropology
Lecture Room 53, OX2 6PF.
Please check www.ackhi.org for more details and updates

PINEAPPLE, BANANA and TOFU SALAD
Ingredients
4 slices fresh pineapple
4 oz (115g) tofu
3 ripe bananas
1 tsp clear honey
5-6 crisp lettuce leaves
Method
Cut the fresh pineapple into diced pieces, cut the tofu into cubes the same size as the
pineapple. Peel the bananas and cut diagonally into slices 1 cm thick. Mix the
pineapple juice and honey until well blended. Combine all the salad ingredients into a
bowl lined with lettuce leaves. Pour on the dressing and serve.
Serves 4
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...

This month, we continue our look at the music of New Orleans, the birthplace of what
was to become roots reggae as it moved out to the Caribbean islands. The scene was
an ever growing marketplace for its music, growing steadily before artists such as Fats
Domino became best selling artists throughout the world. Over its golden period
from the fifties to the seventies, the output from New Orleans was simply amazing,
from the famous Cosimo Matassa studios alone hit after hit came out. In fact already
two four disc compilations have been released in recent years, each having well over
a hundred big sellers included.

Roy Brown however, stands out, known locally as the ‘Good Rockin’ Man’ due to his
biggest hit ‘Good Rocking Tonight’, and his importance is immense. One DJ said of
him “If I had to put my finger on an exact moment when rhythm and blues started in
New Orleans, I’d have to say it was when Roy Brown came out with ‘Good Rocking
Tonight”. That really turned things around for music in the city, it was the first
instance where New Orleans felt there was such a thing as black popular music. It’s
not an overstatement to say that Roy Brown was America’s first soul singer, another
new genre at the time.
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It is not only Roy’s singing that impresses, but his ability as a songwriter, employing
both humour and deep seated emotion to tell his stories. It’s often said he is the
greatest blues lyricist of all time, and his songs have inspired many writers ever since.
Roots reggae brings the lives and needs of the people of the islands out, and Brown’s
songs illustrated the life of black America in the forties and fifties. His songs are not
only still sung, but have also stood the test of time. It’s actually amazing to think that
this deep south music from Louisiana, came to inspire and offer springboards to the
careers of artists such as Elvis and Buddy Holly, and ever since many other artists right
through to today have found their inspiration in the songs as well.
Brown was a hometown boy, born in New Orleans in 1925, the son of the wonderfully
named True Love Brown and Yancy Brown. Though they moved away as a family,
later Roy moved back ‘into town’. He’d been a plasterer, but his music was what his
mother encouraged him to take up, and it was an early interest. He had his own
quartet singing spirituals, but when he arrived once more in 1947 to Orleans he was
dead broke, and by writing songs and by selling them to artists such as Wynonie
Harris (one of the ‘big names’ at the time), he made a living before eventually getting
the chance to perform and record himself...and the hits and popularity came, and he
even did some rock n roll recordings under the eye of Dave Bartholomew (better
known for the years he worked with Fats Domino). As the hits came, the Down Beat
Club raised his salary to $10 dollars a week, but the famous Starlight Club offered $50
dollars a week. From a poor penniless soul singer he became one of the best paid
artists in town. His music is well worth catching up on to see where the sound of New
Orleans got it all from ... the man named Roy Brown.
Pete Clack
‘Blues In Britain’ writer
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JAH WARRIOR
The Dub’s roots revival specialist writer Steve Mosco is better known to many for
running the Jah Warrior sound system and label for many years, as well as the
pioneering online reggaemusicstore. Dan-I interviewed Steve recently to give readers
a better understanding of his role in the development of today’s roots and dub scene.

When did you first start the Jah Warrior sound system?
It started under a different name Humble Lion around 1984 or 85 then we changed it
to Jah Warrior in 1987. My interest in sound came from listening to the greats like Jah
Shaka, Sir Coxsone, Fatman, Quaker City, Jah Tubbys etc from the 1970’s onwards.
Who was involved? What other sounds were you playing? Any memorable dances?
In the beginning it was a guy called Mark and an MC called Natty Bean who were
starting a sound and asked if I’d join as selector because I did a radio show on a pirate
station called LWR (London Weekend Radio) at the time. They had the equipment
but they needed someone with music. It grew from very small beginnings – the first
time we played out was a blues in a flat. Other people got involved over the years
and some came and went. We had various people who’d hold the mic at different
times ranging from LIDJ Ishu to Ramon Judah, Danny Red and even Aba Shanti on one
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occasion but they were guesting on the sound rather than being members. We
played with sounds like Manasseh, Joey Jay, Jah Observer, Jah Tubbys, Iration
Steppas, Jah Trinity, Freedom Masses, Boom Shacka Lacka, Rootsman in Bradford to
name a few. I met Mark Iration at a dance in Leicester and was the first person to
bring him to play in London when nobody had heard of him. The most memorable
dance for me was with Jah Tubbys and we got a beating that night but it was a very
useful learning experience and taught me a lot of tricks an experienced sound man
can do.
I know that Keety Roots' dubs were very important in defining the sound of Jah
Warrior in the early days, I guess it must have been a crucial time in his
development too?
I met Keety at Vibes Studio in East London around 1986 or 87 where he was making a
lot of dubs with Blacka who ran the studio. I went there to get dubs for the sound
and then started getting them to build some exclusives for me. Keety played all the
instruments on most of them including live drums and bass as it was before the
computer age. That was my first ever experience of studio runnings and it taught me
a lot. Keety was in his early days then and I don’t think he’d released anything yet. I’d
go in early on a Sunday morning which was the only day possible cos everyone was
still doing a day job. They’d usually build about 4 riddims - I’d hum my ideas for them
to work on! Then Blacka would mix them and cut the plates as they had a dub cutting
lathe in there. So I’d leave at night with 4 actual dubplates in my bag! It was a real
learning experience.
When (and what) was the first Jah Warrior record?
The first production of mine came out under the name Zulu Warriors on Mr Modo
label in 1989, a 12” with Naph-Tali called ‘2000 Style’ and an album called “Warrior
Dub” but it was very basic and looking back at it now, I wasn’t really ready for it. I
was contacted by the label who reissued those early Manasseh/Sound Iration tunes a
few years ago and they wanted to reissue the Zulu Warriors ones too. I could have
just taken the money but in the end I decided not to do it as I don’t think those works
stand the test of time. So the first ever Jah Warrior release was another tune with
Naph-Tali called ‘The 22nd Book’ in 1995.
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You worked with a regular team on most of your records (including Hughie Isachaar,
Dougie Wardop, and Russ Bell Brown), how did you get to meet them?
The label really came about by accident because I never intended starting one! I met
Dougie when he ran a record stall in Camden Market and I went to check him for
some dubs for the sound after his very early releases. Then I started going to his
studio which was very small and basic at first (a little 4 track cassette recorder thing)
to build a few dubs and I gradually started getting more involved in the music myself
and he suggested I release some tunes which I’d never even considered as it was
purely a dubplate thing for the sound. That’s how the label started, as a kind of
experimental accident! As time went by I met more and more people. The world of
producing automatically links you to other people – singers and musicians and the
more you do the more they want to get involved with you. I think Hughie was
introduced to Dougie by Barry Isaacs who was also recording at Conscious Sounds and
then I asked Dougie about doing some tunes with Hughie too, who played guitar on a
lot of my tunes as well as doing some vocals. People used to pass by the studio a lot
and others were playing on my music like Jonah Dan on percussion, and Crispy Horns
as a 3 piece horns section. Later on Digi Step on sax who I’d met years earlier when
he brought some early Dubkasm vinyl for me to sell. I’m probably one of the very few
people who’s worked at every location Conscious Sounds had from its beginning on a
table in the hall of Dougie’s flat up to his attic, a brief stint at someone’s flat in
Camden Town, the Dalston location and the current Homerton location. Russ was
introduced to me by his brother Lol, again as a dubplate thing, I went there to check
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him for some dubs for the sound. In later years he started doing some mixing for me
too when I wanted to get some different sounds on my tunes.
You were one of the first 90s UK dub
producers to start recording with JA singers.
Who was the first that you voiced, Prince
Alla?
The first JA artist I ever worked with was Peter
Broggs. I used to be a member of RAW
(Reggae Ambassadors Worldwide) which was
an international networking organization
when the internet was still in its infancy – late
1990’s. He was in London for a show and his
manager who was in RAW linked me to see if I
wanted to do something with him. The show
was with Prince Alla and that’s how I met Alla.
It was still quite unusual for JA artists to
record in England at that time, there were a few but not many compared to today.
And it wasn’t as easy to do as it is now due to better communication tools today.
As time went by and I worked with more and more artists the catalogue grew and the
label had distribution in just about every country in the world where there was a
market for reggae. It was so much easier to do all that compared to nowadays. I had
a little office by then and I used to go in on a Monday morning and think “which
countries should I get a distribution deal in this week?” Then a couple of weeks later
I’d usually got them. That’d be very difficult to do today because a lot of the
distributors have gone bankrupt. Shops would visit from Europe regularly to buy
tunes etc so it was full on with a level of sales which none of the newer labels of today
could imagine. We’d have laughed at the idea of pressing 300 copies back then. But
the idea wasn’t to make money just for the sake of it as nobody goes into the reggae
biz to do that, as a producer it was what you could do with that money meaning being
able to afford to pay more well known artists who wanted a bigger fee, pay for live
musicians instead of doing everything on a computer etc. Or getting a full colour 16
page booklet with photos and sleeve notes printed for a CD. The thing about bigger
sales was it opened doors to allow you to improve the quality of the music and the
whole thing.
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If you had to pick just one essential Jah Warrior release, which would it be?
Probably the first “Jah Warrior Showcase” album which has a good mix of singers and
DJs with vocals and dubs. But I also really like the Jah Mason album and an
unbelievable amount of work went into making it.

Reggae Music Store ran for years, can you tell us anything about that? (I still have
and play some of the dubplate downloads you sold)
It was another of my projects which started almost by accident and grew to be quite
big! It was the first online store specializing in roots and dub and it started before
other bigger stores like Dub Vendor & Ernie B went online. I had no expectations at
all but from very small beginnings it grew to become a full time job. That’s one of the
reasons why I packed the sound system in because the label and the online store
were so busy I didn’t have time for anything else. It became more and more busy
every year for about 10 years and I was the first one in the roots & dub field to go into
specialized digital downloads and dubplate downloads too. Then things started
changing. Internet technology developed allowing every little label to start selling
their own tunes online, more and more online stores started up, the phenomenon of
high priced limited edition vinyl came into being plus there was a major recession, all
of which hit sales. The site also needed an update because the internet had really
developed technically and social media became very important. I met with 3 different
web design companies who were supposed to develop the site but all of them messed
up and let me down. It was good while it lasted but in the end I’d had enough and
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packed it in a few years ago. I’ve got better things to do with my time than sell other
people’s music now!
If I remember rightly, you were involved in the great 90s reggae magazine Boom
Shacka Lacka, run by Lol Bell Brown. that was a real landmark publication for me,
what was it like to put together?
I did a few interviews for BSL but I wasn’t involved in the actual running of the
magazine, that was Lol’s project.
Looking to the future now, I moved to the USA a few years ago and that’s been a
major change in every way because compared to England it’s like being on a different
planet and it takes a lot of getting used to. I have my own studio for the first time
ever and that’s yet another learning experience for me because even though I played
a lot of the instruments on my tunes and was very involved with my productions I
never did engineering or mixing so there’s a lot to take in from the technical point of
view. I’ve spent the past 2 years gaining knowledge and improving my skills. I’m
doing everything on my own and starting to get some results that I’m pleased with
now. Plus from the creative point of view it’s great to have more time to work on
music when in the past I only had one day a week in the studio. I have to big up Russ
Disciples who’s been very helpful in giving me advice with what I’m doing now. There
haven’t been many new Jah Warrior releases for a good few years but watch this
space as some new works will be in the pipeline in the future!
Text – Dan-I & Steve Mosco
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Back with a Boom

This year is the tenth anniversary of Boomtown Carnival, and our sixth outing, and we
discover new aspects to this unique festival every year. Last time it was Whistler’s
Green, which we return to when a break in the merry mayhem that is Boomtown is in
order. This is a tranquil area reached by a walk through a forest strewn with lanterns
and is overlooking the natural Winchester bowl, and the entire site - a glowing neon
city of stages, fairground rides, marquees and stalls. And stages. Lots of stages; each
venue with its own characteristic. The Green (below) is similar to the Healing Fields in
Glastonbury- replete with yoga tents, vegan food halls, wooden carvings and ambient
music. Compared to the rest of the festival, it also generally has a slightly older- and
calmer clientele - something The
Dub welcomes. It is also the
perfect venue for Jah Wobble.
Opening his set with a funk groove,
then the blues (pub rock style
which is, happily, not continued
throughout) - Mr Wobble (famously
named by a drunk Sid Vicious in
place of his real moniker John
Wardle) moves on to some ska
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standards, a bit of Fleetwood Mac (‘The
Chain’) and his psychedelic dub signature
hit, ‘Visions of You’. We also get punk
anthem ‘Public Image Limited’ (from his
old band with the post-Pistols Johnny
Rotten). His bass produces a
fantastically warm and groovy sound. He
was partly - along with Don Letts and, of
course, John Lydon, as well as the Clash
responsible for bringing dub and reggae
to the punk crew. He has also provided
basslines for The Orb - particularly their
epic single ‘Blue Room’. Most
entertaining is his between songs patter.
Coming on like a cockney Buddha, he
regales us with his theory of how the
bass ‘has no natural predators’. He then
characterises the other instruments - the
‘furtive guitar’, darting here and there, the ‘serpentine keyboards’, slithering about.
The ‘elephantine drums’ trumping up and down. The bass is the lion in this particular
jungle, of course.
Afterwards it’s off to the actual Lion ‘s Den. This is enlarged from last year, which
itself was an improvement over the previous year. In 2017 it was set up like an Aztec
temple with a lion’s head on the top peering regally over the valley. This year it is
leonine in name only, more like a huge Chinese Shaolin monastery, design wise.
There are ornate waterfalls and
towers, as well as the built in
flame throwers and lasers.
There we catch 90s junglist
superstar Goldie. With the help
of some extraordinarily talented
live musicians, he manages to
re-create most of his groundbreaking album Timeless.
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Then after some festival
appropriate sustenance,
it's off again to Tangled
Roots. Utilising 3 sound
systems simultaneously
(Qualitex, Lionpulse and
Unit 137), sawdust on the
floor, trees a plenty to
add to the woody vibe,
and curated by a valiant
team of sound men and
selectors, this is a natural
home for The Dub. OBF from France and Charlie P make a powerful combination.
Serious steppers anthems, such as Burro Banton’s ‘Leave it Alone’ keep the energy
levels high. Then there was an extra special, unscheduled session with Horseman
(bandana), Cheshire Cat (cap) and Tom from Mungo’s Hi Fi (obscured, left-fresh from
an earlier set at the Lion’s Den).
Dubkasm from Bristol (left) are another heavyweight sound and they are strictly vinyl
- each and every time. A bearded Sam Stryda selects the tunes and his brother in
dub, Ben Digistep provides live brass - which works well in contrast to the pulverising
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bass - as well as some deft live
mixing.
The Sunday morning slot is
valiantly dealt with by Susan
Cadogan (see related article)
backed by Mighty Leap and
introduced by friend and Oxford’s
very own Trojan selector, Count
Skylarkin (who played a set on the
Thursday). It seems her voice has
not aged at all, or lost any of its
soft power - ‘Fever’, ‘Piece of My
Heart’, ‘Chase the Devil’ and of
course ‘Hurt So Good’ still sound
fresh, as does material from her
latest album ‘The Girl Who Cried’.
There is the sense of the baton
passing when Hollie Cook (right)
takes to the stage afterwards.
Daughter of Sex Pistols drummer,
Paul Cook. Hollie has a pristine,
rich voice, and excellent taste - having worked with producer extraordinaire Prince
Fatty, and today backed by General Roots, who play later at Hidden Woods. Also at
that venue is Dubheart with front man Tenja (of the unfeasibly long dreadlocks)
showcasing their latest album and being joined later in the set by Mikey General for a
run through of roots old and new. Hidden Woods (below) is just as it sounds - a stage
set up in a clearing of a forest. There are many such enclaves; Boomtown reveals
more of itself each time one goes.
Back at the Lion’s Den it is the turn of the dancehall originator Johnny Osbourne - ‘Ice
Cream Love’, ‘Buddy Bye’, ‘Folly Ranking’ are all present and correct - his voice still
with the edge and presence that let him cut through those early (Prince) King Jammy
productions - and he can still bust out the dance moves…
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Hidden Woods
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Tenja Steven and Mikey General

That Johnny Osbourne has been incredibly influential, and not just on dancehall itself
is something that can be forgotten until you realise he, and the riddims he’s utilised,
is all over productions by Mungo’s Hi Fi and Major Lazer (‘Mr Marshall’ heavily
sampled for their track ‘Jah No Partial’), etc and of course he has been heavily
sampled by the jungle scene.
The crossover act for Saturday is, of course, Gorrilaz. There are a few personnel
changes: ex-Clash bassist and guitarist Paul Simonon and Mick Jones respectively have
fled the cage, but Happy Monday Shaun Ryder guests for ‘Dare’. Sharing the stage
with enormous cartoon characters is not enough to dent Mr Damon Albarn’s
charisma. Neither is the slightly muted response to some of his newer material. He
mounts the barrier and manages to do a little crowd surfing, before dragged to safety
by the ever-vigilant security crew. The biggest cheer of the night is for hit single ‘Clint
Eastwood’. He dedicates his performance to the future of this country - the young
Brits in attendance.
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Johnny Osbourne and Jimmy Cliff

Headlining in the Lion’s Den is the legendary Jimmy Cliff on the Sunday. Jamaica’s
first international super star (pipping Bob to the post. He starts off his set seated,
Nyabinghi drumming to ‘Rivers of Babylon’, before leaping to his feet, James Brown
style, and delivering a blistering set full of all the classics (except ‘The Harder They
Come’ sadly). ‘I Can See Clearly Now’ is particularly apt, as the long-feared August
rain has come and gone.
Then for something completely different. The Dub braves Sector 6. We’d only been
once before - to check out Roni Size last year. This is an industrial style stage,
complete with lasers and visuals and secret headliner Andy C - a drum and bass
pioneer. The audience is notably younger that the Cliff crowd and- perhaps more
hyperactive and readier to party, especially as it is the last night. After watching the
final fireworks from the top of the hill, overlooking the site at Whistler’s Green, The
Dub wanders back to the tent, side stepping the revellers, on the slow journey back to
reality…
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Sector 6

Lion’s Den at night

Words and pictures- Leo B
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ZION TRAIN 30 IN DUB
ONE LOVE FESTIVAL 2018
One Love Festival is one of the first UK dates on Zion Train’s 30 year anniversary tour.
Neil Perch promised us something a little different when he was interviewed in The
Dub in May (Issue 24), and he certainly delivered.
Zion Train are the ultimate festival act and have been given the job of being the first
night time stage act of the weekend. Zion Train today is Neil and MC Brother Culture,
remixing dubwise on the fly, no horn section, none of their usual vocalists, groove
rather than song-based. As someone who first saw them a long time ago, this was a
refreshing return to their original sound system style performances. The dubs were
deep and hard, building in tempo and intensity, dubbed up for maximum riddim
bounce.

Zion Train: Perch & MC Brother Culture
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MC Brother Culture was sharp and on point, one of the best performances I have seen
from him. Lyrically politically charged, citing “the politics of envy” and “smash the
BNP” (maybe his time served with Adrian Sherwood’s On-U Sound has rubbed off).
“Aluta continua … Gaza, Syria, Saudi Arabia” the chants continue, as Perch roars into
‘Under Pressure’ with the acid squelches building into overdrive and the delays
overlapping and building until the last tune, ‘War Ina Babylon’. The theme of “Aluta
continua” was repeated throughout the One Love Festival by several performers over
the weekend.

Neil Perch at One Love 2018
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CORNERSTONEMUSIK
www.cornerstonemusik.wikifoundry.com
Cornerstonemusik (Oxford UK) present two radio shows
Foundation Music Thursdays on Green Futures Festival
Radio / Kingston Green Radio and Saturdays The
Cornerstonemusik Session on First FM / First 105.1
Every show offers support
and airtime to breakthrough artists / groups' from UK, Jamaica. USA, Africa and more
along with wicked classics and rarities from the Cornerstonemusik vinyl vaults.
This month bringing you FOUNDATION MUSIC’s TOP 10 NEW RELEASES
Gone Again – Csavi featuring Sly and Robbie
Format – Roots Single
Label – Gadd59

Tell Me Why – Prince Alla and Amlak Redsquare
Format – Roots 2 track Single
Label - 117 Records

Times of Trouble - Irie Miah and The Massive Vibes
Format – Roots Album
Irie Records

Life Is A Poker Game – Hezron
Format – Roots Single
Label – LTK 20
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Front Door (Gregory Isaacs Cover) – Tenelle
Format - Sweet Lovers Single
Cyclone Music Production

Smile – Errol Kingsley
Format – Sweet Lovers Single
Label – Pre Release (info to follow)

Burning Truth – Jahfari.I
Format – Roots EP
Label – 10Starmuzic

Benevolence – Jah Eyes
Format – Roots LP
Abeng Music (Download from all digital outlets)
Bars of Life – Trivulance DiEngineer
Format – Roots Single (MP3)
Label – 808334 Records DK

My Time Will Come – IPD
Format – Roots / Lovers Album
Label – VPal Music
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Cornerstonemusik’s DJ Baps and Nico D at ‘Seclective Sounds’ Stage with hosts/ DJs
Danny Prince and Sal Horton (Witney Music Festival 18th August).

CORNERSTONEMUSIK In Session –

ARTISTS, PRODUCERS and AGENTS – a big thanks and respect to all the artists,
producers and agents that provide us with brand new and back catalogue music /
jingles and drops for our radio playlists. If you have music you want to be considered
for our shows please forward in MP3 or send Download Access to
cornerstonemusik@aol.com
‘Foundation Music’ – Green Futures Festival Radio on ‘TUNE IN’ or go to
www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk / www.kingstongreenradio.org.uk
text to
+44 (0)7813355448
DJ Baps – Cornerstonemusik
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Elder Stubbs Festival, Rymers Lane allotments, Oxford 2018
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Linval Thompson - Fussing & Fighting
Med Tone All Stars - Rubbing & Dubbing
When you get sent some tracks via email, and you’re sat listening to them with the
feeling you know them already, or that you have them in your collection causing you
to run to your crates digging for the records. You dig and dig and dig, but you won’t
find them (unless you got the limited release 7” a couple of months ago, lucky you), it
must be a sign of how good a job the guys at Med Tone have done with recreating
that old rub-a-dub feel of classic 70s reggae, I even hear they did this on old school
tape first. Topping the wonderful production are the just as wonderful vocals of an
old master Linval Thompson. Giving us real roots and culture teachings with a
message, in his own classy laid back but never lazy style. It is great that we have
Linval here to put down this vocal, willing to be on the production of an old school
track, showing us he has faith in the producers. After all this is the man who gave us
classic such as ‘I Love Marijuana’, ‘Mr Boss Man’ & ‘Twelve Tribes Of Israel’ to name
just a few, and with classics like that his choice to voice this track means something so
kudos to the Med Tone guys for getting him.
What does stand out though is the organ riff on this track, its relentless appearance
throughout this track is a happy return of riffing with a feeling, not just odd noodling
over a computer track that so many new producers seem to give us. Simple but oh so
very effective, it is probably this organ riff that sent me running to the crates to find
an old record I never had as it sounds like something from many an old Channel One
or Tubbys pressing. Talking of Tubbys, how about the dub side, some nice dubbing
with plenty of echo/reverb going on. It is a nice dub side but I feel that they did not
take full advantage of the organ part, or even the vocal track. Just a bit plain for a
dub side with its own name, more like a simple version. So I would definitely play this
track out at any event on my sound system, and you should probably buy it, and
indeed try to grab one of those limited 7” pressings if you can … keep the vinyl alive
and all that.
Benjamin Ital
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MIKEY SMITH
MI CYAAN BELIEVE IT
Mi cyaan believe it, mi seh mi cyaan believe it.
Room dem a rent mi apply widdin, but as me go in cockroach, rat and
scorpion also come in. One good nose haffi run but mi nah guh dong sit
dong pon high wall like Humpty Dumpty.
Mi a face mi reality, one lickle bwai come blow him horn mi look pon him
wid scorn when me realise how mi five bwai pickney was a victim of the
trix dem call partisan politics an mi bun mi belly and mi bawl.
Mi seh mi cyaan believe it.
Mi daughter bwaifriend name is Sailor and him pass through the port like a
ship. More grand pickney fi feed, but the whole a we need, what a night,
what a plight, mi cyaan get a bite, mi life is a stiff fight.
And mi cyaan believe it.
Sittin in de corner wid mi friends talkin about tings and time, Mi ‘ear one
voice seh: “Who deh?” Mi a seh “Who deh?”
“Who a seh who deh when wi a seh who deh?”
When we a tek a stalk, dem lick down wi flat Teet start fly and big man
start cry an mi cyaan believe it,
mi seh mi cyaan believe it.
De other day mi a pass one yard pon di hill, when mi tek a stalk mi ‘ear,
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“Hey bwai!” Yes ma’am
“Hey bwai!” Yes ma’am
“You clean up de dogs***?” Yes ma’am,
an mi cyan believe it.
Doris, a mother of four, got work as a domestic. Boss man move in an bapsi-caisico she pregnant again, bap-si-caisico mi seh she pregnant again.
De yard de other night when mi hear a fire, fire to plate claat, who dead,
you dead, who dead, me dead, who dead, Harry dead, who dead, heleven
dead, woyee. Orange Street fire deh bun mi ‘ead and mi cyan believe it.
Lord, me see one black bud livin in one building but no rent to pay so him
cyan stay, Lord de oppress and the dispossess cyan get no res’, what nex?
Tek a trip from Kingston to Jamaica, tek twelve from a dozen, mi see mi
mama in heaven. Madhouse. Mi cyan believe it.
You believe it? How you fi believe it when you blind you eye to it?
But mi know you believe it, laaawd, mi know you believe it.
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https://reggaediscography.blogspot.com/2018/07/african-garden-magazine-2018_25.html

Above is the cover of the new publication from Natty Mark Samuels, founder of
African School as well as The Dub and Izibongo magazines. The plant-based theme
will also define his new column for The Dub, African Herbsman, which will focus on
the use of medicinal herbs. Natty is currently a diploma student of Herbal Medicine.

AFRICAN HERBSMAN
Asthma
If you had the choice of tree to give you the blessing of shade, which would you
choose? For me, it would either be the Fig or the African Tulip. The latter sometimes
gives an umbrella-like shape in its offering of shade, always embellished with
vermillion-coloured flowers. When these fall on a place of grass, they create a magic
carpet of orange and green. As well as beauty, Creation gave us something else: so
come, let us talk of asthma.
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The three largest ethnicities of Nigeria - Yoruba (akoko), Hausa (aduruku) and Igbo
(ogili-si) – with the regional names of the tree in bracket, all use the leaves of the
African Tulip in the treatment of asthma. Worldwide, about 235 million people suffer
annually from it: I was amongst that number as a child. The rise of asthma in Nigeria,
a rare occurrence fifty years ago, has been ''attributed to environmental factors such
as urbanization, industrialization and adoption of western life-style.''
As well as the aforementioned three, the Edo, who gave us the splendours of Benin,
also have herbal remedies for asthma. The four utilize a wide variety of flora to
counteract the attacks...
Fruit of the acacia,
Leaf of the papaya,
The stem of the sugar cane.
Root of the kola,
Fruit of the banana,
The leaves of the baobab.
Rhizome of the ginger,
Leaf of the moringa,
The fruit of the coconut palm.
Whether soaked in water, boiled, or mixed with honey, there are daily doses of the
medicine: tablespoons (sometimes a tumbler or cup) of it, once, twice or thrice daily.
Imagine as a child, being sent to collect the leaves of the vermillion gem; happy to
fulfill the task, knowing that it's going to help your younger brother, so he can run
around like the rest, without the interruption and aftermath of pain: so come, let us
talk of healing.
©Natty Mark Samuels, 2018. African School.
Sources:




Medical Plants Used In The Management of Asthma: A Review
European Journal of Pharmaceutical and Medical Research
by Omolola Temitope Fatokun, Tosin Ejiro Wojula, Kevwe Benefit Eseivo and Oluyemisi
Folashade Kunle
Ethnobotanical Studies of Port Harcourt Metropolis, Nigeria
Hindawi: International Scholarly Research Notices
by A.B.Nwauzoma and Magdalene S. Dappa
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FISHBONE
Camden Underworld, 11th August 2018
Fishbone are a phenomenon. You may not have heard of them, but this criminally
underrated band from Los Angeles have been tearing up clubs and festivals for nearly
40 years. Musically they whip up a stew the likes of which no one else can come close
to. A bit like The Specials meets Bad Brains as played by Funkadelic, but taking in
heavy rock, swing, jazz, carny music, some great pop songs and much more along the
way. Visits to the UK are a rarity so it was with great excitement that I made the
journey to Camden to see where the band that I first saw when I was 18 are at today.

They played a lot of ska tonight. They have always played ska, from their very first EP
onwards, but there was a lot in tonight’s set. Probably their best known tune in the
UK was the ska/pop single ‘Ma & Pa’, a universal cry for parents to get along from a
kid whose parents don’t. It got a rousing reception tonight from a typically boisterous
Fishbone crowd, complete with flying fish. The crowd surfing started early and
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people always looked well looked after, including singer Angelo, who dived in a
couple of times, despite his history of knee surgery.

Angelo Moore & Walter Kibby III

Nearly all of the band went to school with each other (apart from stellar guitarist John
Bigham, who joined from Miles Davis’ band in 1987/88) and you can tell by the
chemistry they have onstage that these are people who know each other inside and
out. The rhythm section are brothers Phillip and Norwood Fisher and it was so good
to see these two playing on the same stage again. The understanding between them
requires no words, not even any looks (Phillip aka Fish, was playing the tour with his
back to the band and the audience most of the time, simply not needing to see what
the others were doing). As they reminded us tonight, this is a band with three lead
singers: Chris Dowd, Angelo Moore and Walter Kibby III. These three also make up
the Fishbone horn section, playing trombone, saxophones and trumpet respectively.
Chris has only recently rejoined the band, following John and Fish, and this is the first
time this revived original lineup (still minus guitarist Kendall Jones) has played in the
UK. What a difference! Having Chris, Angelo and Walt working together again was
incredible to see and hear – their interplay, musical and vocal as well as the ever
shifting focus for the audience was always one of the thrilling things about seeing
Fishbone live (that and the stage diving and crowd surfing).
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The other very noticeable thing about their set tonight was just how funky it was.
Fish and Norwood didn’t miss a beat and took every opportunity to funk it up. The
lack of a lead guitar player pushed the rhythmic side of things, which suited me just
fine. Although they played a number of their rockier songs, they sounded different
tonight, giving a new angle to well known material, especially the wonderful
‘Everyday Sunshine’, which was stripped down to a long bare blues intro and funky
resolution instead of its usual rock/pop structure. Fishbone is a band that never
stands still. They spend a lot of time on the road and like to keep developing their
sound. True professional musicians.

Chris Dowd & Norwood Fisher

For me, the highlight was ‘Ghetto Soundwave’, a huge funk monster of a song from
their classic “Truth And Soul” album from 30 years ago that Kendall wrote and Chris
sings which hasn’t been in the Fishbone setlist for a long time. Sadly it is a song that
still needs to be sung, asking for a change in how black people are treated by the
police in the USA. Hurry back Fishbone, don’t leave it so long next time!
Words – Dan-I
Pictures – Alan Valler
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U ROY
Dynamic Fashion Way (with Ken Boothe)
Wear You To The Ball (with The Paragons)
Your Ace From Space
Version Galore
This Station Rules The Nation
Wake The Town, Tell The People
The Hudson Affair
Every Knee Shall Bow (with Johnny Clarke)
Natty Rebel (with The Gladiators)
Penny For Your Dub
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DUB PATHWAYS THROUGH THE GROVE
3pm silence. Once again, Notting Hill Carnival went silent at 3pm on both days.
Sound systems, floats, everything stopped for 3 minutes. Respecting and
remembering those who died in the terrible fire at Grenfell Tower and those who
survived to walk with the scars for the rest of their lives. All I could hear were
helicopters overhead and phones ringing but being switched off.
That wasn’t the headline for the news reports about Carnival, although it should have
been, both this year and last year. The silence of a million people out on the street all
stopping what they are doing in solidarity with other people’s suffering is a very
powerful thing and shows the respect that Notting Hill Carnival can bring out of
people. Yes, we saw the reports about youths with knives or even a taser, arrests,
knife arches and extra police powers. I even read one so-called news report claiming
that shops and houses had had enough of carnival and had boarded up their
properties in case of some kind of onslaught (although that boarding has gone up
every year for at least 15 years and is therefore hardly news). The negative narrative
begins long before the event.
But those who go, especially those who go regularly, know different. They know that
it is a peaceful event and that when compared with a typical Saturday night’s drinking
in a typical British town, injuries and arrests are actually very few. They know that in
the main everything’s cool except maybe some pinch points where crowds can simply
get too much as people are trying to pass through very busy areas. They know that
friendships are made and renewed every year at Carnival, bonds strengthened and
communities recognised and allowed to express themselves.
The streets of West London are rich with imagery, connections and history, critical to
the story of post World War 2 immigration to Britain, known today as the Windrush
generation. As an area, as well as the now well documented racial tensions that
brought notoriety in the 1950s, it is also an area that has always been one with both
extreme rich and poor. The large expansive houses in the streets off the rise of
Ladbroke Grove are right next door to the social housing at the top of Portobello Road
or further down towards Kensal Rise. The procession route for the mas bands and
soca floats takes in all of this. Celebrating in the streets of the rich is no new thing,
but part of Carnival’s rich history.
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For those of us who come back year after year, we will often walk along very similar
routes ourselves, no less fixed than the procession route itself. My very first Carnival,
in 1983, involved seeing the mighty Aswad at Meanwhile Gardens near to
Westbourne Park tube, which is where the main band stage was at the time. I still go
past Meanwhile Gardens every time I am there, usually on my way out, and recall my
first heady experience, with the sand in the air from the people dancing in front of the
stage and the smells and tastes of Caribbean food I tried for the first time that day.

Tribute to Jah Spirit at Solution Sound, Gladdy Wax Sound System

I still walk through many of the same pathways to find the sound systems that I love,
some of which have hardly changed in all that time. Ledbury Road in particular holds
a special resonance for me as I know it does for many others. Jah Observer still
comes to play there most years, although now on good friends Solution Sound
System, rather than his own system since he moved to Jamaica. Round the corner,
Gaz’s Rockin Blues (the legendary ska/blues club) which has held a major fancy dress
spectacle on Talbot Road with stage to match for the last 30 years – sadly missing this
year (possibly due to radical last minute changes to the licensing arrangements for
sound systems). Further up Ledbury Road, Channel One Sound System, whose energy
for flying the roots and culture flag never wavers. Others have come and gone over
the years and there used to be many more systems, including ones facing off to each
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other across road junctions – whichever side of the road the crowd danced on was
the winner of those clashes.
Heading towards Portobello from there you go past numerous big name dancehall
sounds – Nasty Love/Mixing Lab (another one missing this year but Gaffa Blue assures
me they hope to be back next time), King Tubby, Volcano – before going under the
flyover, reminiscing about more singers and bands playing there (Horace Andy in the
late 80s and early 90s springs to mind). Saxon and Virgo International are around
these parts before reaching Mr Vinyl Fingers himself, revival specialist Gladdy Wax
and his sound system (not always based on Portobello Road but for some years now
rocking a spot not far from Honest Jon’s Records. The Dub contributor Gary Constant
is often to be found here, toasting on Gladdy’s sound.

You might then walk along Golborne Road as far as you can before the procession
cuts you off. Hang a few left turns here and you are into Aba Shanti I territory. Also
once home to rare groove king Norman Jay and his Good Times sound system, as well
as house party starters Sancho Panza, East Row and Southern Row by Horniman
Pleasance Gardens is where Aba holds his earth rocker corner. Aba runs a roots
revival selection on the Sunday and saves his new dubs for the Monday. This year we
were treated to a showcase of the new album from his brother Blood Shanti, which
laid a solid foundation for a deeper set by him than I have heard in a long time.
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Carnival is one of those rare times where you get the chance to hear Aba flex his
sound on his own, running selection as only he can.
Every time is different, yet every time is so similar to past times in so many ways, the
temporary city that is the Notting Hill Carnival is back once again like a continuous
chain over the past 50 years and we are back walking the transformed streets, until
the next time.
Dan-I

Aba Shanti I at the controls at Notting Hill Carnival 2018, pic by Leo B
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dUB DIARY
Oxford Canal Festival with Seby Ntege, The Hawkmen, The Lock Keepers' Chorus
(aka Jericho Singers) & Dan-I – Aristotle Lane – Sat. 8th Sept., free, 12-6pm
50 Years of Trojan Records: Richie Roots & Friends – Swan, Eynsham – Sat. 8th Sept.
Reading Dub Club: Jah Lion Movement & Bumpkin Sound (both on their own
systems) - upstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS – Sat.
8th Sept.
Swindon Dub Club with Asher Messenjah – Afro Caribbean Centre, 39 Faringdon
Road, Swindon SN1 5AR - Sat. 8th Sept., free by invitation or flyer – also Fri. 12th Oct.
Reggae On Tap: Makepeace, Nico D & Garvin Dan – Tap Social Movement, Botley,
Oxford OX2 0LX – Sun. 9th Sept., 3-11pm, free
Birmingham Dub Club: Hyral Bosrah Sound System & Friends - New Quantum
Exhibition Centre, 77 Upper Trinity St., Birmingham B9 4EG—Sat. 15th Sept., 10pm4am
Roots In The Arena: Natural Progress & Hytal Bosrah (both on their own systems) –
Hill Top Community Centre, High Wycombe HP11 1UA – Sat. 22nd Sept., 9pm-2am
High Grade - downstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS –
Fri. 28th Sept., 9pm-1am – 4th Friday every month
Revival Link Up: Sir Sambo, Ital Rockers, Mista Stylee, Studio One, Equation, The
System & DJ Ken – Tottenham Green Leisure Centre, London N15 4JA - Sat. 29th Sept.
Hollie Cook—O2 Oxford—Fri. 12th Oct.
Toots & The Maytals – O2 Oxford – Fri. 26th Oct.
Wayne Wonder—O2 Oxford—Fri. 2nd Nov.
Dub Pistols – O2 Oxford – Fri. 23rd Nov.
Dreadzone—O2 Oxford—Fri. 21st Dec.
Field Frequency Sound System & Jah Lion Movement – The Bullingdon, 162 Cowley
Road, Oxford OX4 1UE – 28th Dec., 9pm-4am
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Past Desta*Nation shows can be found online at Mixcloud –
Search under DESTA*NATION or danidubdub (for more recent shows).

IZIBONGO magazine, like The Dub, is available to download for free online at
rastaites.com and reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk
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